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In a previous paper, [I], the authors defined an operator valued function 
space integral, and studied its existence and properties when applied to 
various functionals: in particular, functionals of the type 
F(x) = exp 1s.” e(s, x(s)) dsl, (O-1) 
where e(s, U) was almost everywhere continuous in the strip 
R=[a,b] x(--co,co) 
and was bounded on every compact subset of R and Re 8 was bounded above 
on R. For motivation and comparison with the early work of Babbitt, Nelson, 
and others, see [l]. 
In the present paper the condition of continuity on 0 is replaced by the 
much weaker condition of Lebesgue measurability, while the condition of 
boundedness on every compact subset of R is replaced by the condition that 
the L, norm 11 8(s, .)\I exist and be bounded for a < s < b. The condition 
that Re B be bounded above on R is unaltered. These changes in the require- 
ments on 0 modify the theory to a considerable extent, but most of the results 
of [l] and also of its sequel [2] still hold either in the original or in slightly 
modified form. 
The operator valued function space integral was defined in [l] in terms 
of the Wiener integral and analytic extension; but these concepts were not 
really necessary for the definition. In order to emphasize this fact, we proceed 
now to give definitions which are essentially equivalent to some of those 
given in [l], but which define these important function space operators 
without the use of either the Wiener integral or analytic extension. 
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Let S be the set of right continuous step functions on [a, 61, let a denote a 
subdivision Q = to < t, < t, < *em < t, = b of [a, b], (so that n and 
t r ,..., t,-, are functions of u), and let 
norm u = j=yax ,...,?I 1 tj - timi 1 . 
Let S, denote the subset of S which have no jumps except at t, , t, ,..., t, . 
Let Z,(t) = Z,(a, , q ,..., 0, , t) be the element of S,, such that 
Z,(t) = Wj-1 
if 
Z,(b) = D, . 
tie1 < t < tj , j = I,..., n, (0.2) 
DEFINITION. Let Re h > 0 and #I E&(- co, co) and F be a functional 
defined on S such that the following integral exists for almost all real a,: 
(IA”(F) #) (o,,) = A”/“[(27r)” (tl - a) ..a (t, - t,-,)]-1/2 
m Cd X 
I J 
. . . -m F[Z,(o, , v1 ,..., w, , -11 CGW (0.3) --m --cc 
Moreover let 
IAV) 4 (0.4) 
denote the function which maps 5 into (I,“(F) #) ([) for almost all real f. 
Finally if 1,0(F) $J exists for all #I EL,( - o2, co) let 
ho(F) 
be the operator which maps # into IAo(F) $ for all 9 ~L~(--co, co). 
DEFINITION. Let Re A > 0 and let F be a functional defined on S such 
that IAo(F) exists for all subdivisions u of [a, b]. Then if the weak limit as 
norm u -+ 0 exists, we define 
In other words, for every pair #, ‘p EL,(- 00, CO) we have 
(0.5) 
lim j-m (ho(F) 4 (0 ~(0 df = j-a VA(F) #I 63 ~(5) dt- normu+ --m (04 --oc 
409/42/2-5 
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Notation. Now let C[a, b] be the set of continuous functions x(.) on 
[a, b] and let CJa, b] be the subset of C[a, b] such that x(a) = 0. 
Since h-1/2 will occur frequently, we shall throughout the paper denote it by 
p == X-1!2 := 1 X 1-lj2 exp[- i(Arg h)/2]. (0.7) 
The connection between these definitions for I,?(F) and I,(F) and Wiener 
integrals is pointed out in the following remark and lemma. 
Remark. If X is real and X > 0 and 4 EL,( - co, co) and F is a functional 
defined on S and such that (I,,o(F) #) (w,,) exists for some real o0 , we have 
where x0 denotes the step function 
x,(t) = zM4J, x(tA,..., +?A tl for t E [a, 61, (O-9) 
or 
\x(tj-l) if 
x”(t) = ix(&) 
tj-1 < t < tj 9 j = l,..., 71 
if t = t, . 
(0.10) 
The truth of this remark can be seen simply by computing the right 
member as an n-fold integral, which must exist because (0.3) exists. 
The following statement is essentially a restatement of Theorem 1 of [I]. 
THEOREM A. Let h be real and positive and let F(x) be bounded and continu- 
ous in the uniform topology on S u C[a, b]. Then it follows that I,,(F) exists; and 
if 4 E L2( - co, co), we have for almost all real E, 
(I*(F) 4) (0 = jc [a bl Fbx + 61 cCrb44 + Cl dx. (0.11) 
0 * 
Note. When the hypotheses of Theorem A are satisfied, it will be con- 
venient to choose the values of the left member of (0.11) so that (0.11) holds 
for all real .$ instead of just almost all real E. 
The definitions of I,,” and I,, given above are essentially the same as those 
of I,,” and IF9 given in [l], while the operator IA of [l] is not given a special 
symbol here. It was defined in [l] in terms of the expression given in the right 
hand member of (0.11). 
In addition to existence theorems for IA (or, as we then called it for liea), 
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the papers [l] and [2] g ave results concerning an integral equation which is 
formally equivalent to the Schroedinger equation, namely 
I’(& 5, q) = (&)l” (“j-1 #(u) exp ) “(czi ‘)” 1 du 
+ (&)“” jot (f - s)-1’2 (g) j-1 qs, 24) qs, 24, q) (0.12) 
\ k(t - ‘1” / du ds 
x exp { 2(t - s) ) ’ 
where “‘jrm d enotes the type of integral that occurs in Plancherel’s equa- 
tion. Thus 
(0.13) 
The existence theorems for solutions of (0.12) were given in terms of limits 
of the operator IA as h approaches the imaginary axis. In this paper we give a 
definition which involves no analytic continuation but is in other respects 
like the definition given in [2]. 
DEFINITION. Let q be a real number, q # 0. Let F be a functional such 
that I,(F) exists when 1 h + iq 1 is sufficiently small and Re X > 0. Then if 
the following weak limit exists, we define 
l,(F) = y$~ 4(F)- (0.14) 
ReAZO 
In other words, for every pair (p, # EL, , we have 
(J,(F) $9 d = ;jhti (L(F) $9 d- (0.15) 
ReA>O 
The papers [I] and [2] h s ow that if 0 is continuous almost everywhere in R 
and bounded in R and if 4 EL, and 
r(t, 5, d = U,(Ft) 4) (0, (0.16) 
F&4 = exp IJ‘,’ W - s, 4s)) ds/ , (0.17) 
then r is a solution of (0.12). A uniqueness theorem for (0.12) is also given 
in [2]. In the present paper, 0 is not required to be either bounded or con- 
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tinuous, but only to satisfy the three conditions mentioned above. We are 
still able to show that (0.16) with (0.17) furnishes a solution for (0.12); but 
now the inner integral in the second term on the right is a Lebesgue integral 
rather than an integral of the type (0.13) so the pre-superscript (5) on the 
integral sign may be omitted. This paper also gives a uniqueness theorem 
for (0.12). 
We close this introduction with an observation concerning the integral 
equation (0.12). It can be rewritten as 
w 5) = -4(t, ‘3 + (W (4 0, (0.18) 
where A and Lr are the first and second terms respectively of the right 
member of (0.12), and L is the operator that takes r into LZ’. The operator L 
is interesting because it takes functions r which are of bounded L, norm into 
bounded functions and vice versa, and hence the iterates L, L2, L3,... alternate 
between the two types. Thus the solution given by the iteration method, 
r=A+LA+L2A+L3A+ ..a 
is the sum of a function of bounded L, norm and a bounded function, and 
there seems to be no reason to suspect that the bounded function 
LA + L3A + L5A + u.. and hence the solution r is actually of bounded L, 
norm. The most remarkable and unexpected result of this paper is that there is 
indeed a solution of (0.12) of bounded L, norm. This is probably bound up in 
some way with the form of the term A. For a more general function A(t, 5) 
of bounded L, norm, there would probably be no solution of (0.12) of bounded 
L, norm. 
1. A THEOREM FOR THE EXISTENCE OF THE OPERATORS I,o(F) AND 
z,,(F) FOR h > 0 
THEOREM 1. Let e(t, u) be measurable on the strip R = [a, b] x (-co, co), 
let Re e(t, u) < M < co on R, let e(t, .) be of class L, on (-00, co) for each t 
and let 11 t9(t, *)I\ < M’ < co. Then if 
F(x) = exp \JQb e(s, x(s)) ~251 
fm X > 0, the bounded operators Z,O(F) and I#) exist and map L,(- co, CO) 
into itself, and 
/I Z*(F)\1 < e”fb-=). (1.1) 
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Thus the limit 
n;i!& (Au(F) *, p’) = (4(F) ?A d (1.2) 
exists for all #, 9 E L,(--co, co). Moreover for qb EL, and almost all real 4, 
V*(F) 4) (5) = jc la b, exp 1 jab 
0 . 
e(s, XWzx(s) + 5) ds/ ~(hW*x(b) + E) dx. 
(1.3) 
Before proving Theorem 1, we first establish five supporting lemmas. 
2. EXISTENCE OF IA0 FOR X > 0 
LEMMA 1. Let e(t, u) be Lebesgue measurable on R = [0, t,,] x (-co, co). 
Then e(s, px(s) + I) is measurable in (s, x, 5) on 
R* = [0, to] x C,,[O, t,] x (--co, co). 
Proof. Case I. Suppose e(t, U) is continuous on R. Then O(s, px(s) + 6) 
is continuous in (s, x, 4) and hence measurable. 
Case II. Suppose 
% 4 = Xk31x(ul.u*l(t, 4, 
(where x denotes the characteristic function). Let B,(t, U) = tpn(t) 1,4Ju), 
where 
and 
f 
n(t - a) if or<t<or+-l- 
12 ’ 
%s) = < 
1 if +x8, 
n(B - t) + 1 if B<t<rs+t, 
,O otherwise; 
and 
i 
n(u - 111) if lll~u~ul+-I- n ’ 
CnW = l 
if ; + u1 s u< u2, 
n(u2 - u) + 1 if 
1 
u,e4Qu,+7 
0 otherwise. 
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Then B,(t, U) is continuous, and by Case I, e,(s, px(s) + 5) is measurable 
in (s, X, 5). But lim,,, B,(t, u) == e(t, u) on R, so 
i2 e,(s, pi + 6) = e(s, P.%(S) + 8 
on R*, and thus B(s, px(s) + f) is measurable in (s, X, 5) on R* and Case II 
is established. 
Case III. Suppose e(t, U) = xo(t, u) where Q is open. Let I1 , I2 ,..., be a 
sequence of disjoint half-open rectangles such that (JT=, Ij = 52, and note 
that 
e(t, 4 = f Xrj4 4 
j=l 
(l-3) 
on R. By Case II, for eachj, &s, px(s) + E) is measurable in (s, X, 5) on R*. 
Thus by (1.3), the same is true for e(s, px(s) + 6) on R*, and Case III holds. 
Case IV. Suppose e(t, u) = xd(t, u), where d is G6-set (i.e., the inter- 
section of a countable sequence of open sets). Let Sz, , Q, ,..., be a non- 
increasing sequence of open sets such that nT=, Qni = A. Then xo,(t, U) 
satisfies the hypothesis of Case III and xo,(s, px(s) + 5) is measurable on R*. 
Taking limits as j- 00, we establish Case IV. 
Case V. Suppose 0(t, U) = xN(t, u), where N is a null subset of R. Let i’V1 
be a null G,-set such that N1 1 N. Then xN1(t, U) satisfies the hypothesis of 
Case IV and xN1(s, px(s) + 5) is measurable in (s, X, 6) on R*. Thus 
s x&, p(s) + E) d(s* -t-Y 0 R* 
= Jo’“/-, cw-1’2 J--l XN,(S, pu + 5) exp{- u”P-4 du d-t ds 
= (h/241/2 s,” s-112 ,“,/“, xNl(s, w) exp{- h(v - Q2/2.r) de, dt ds = 0. 
Thus xN1(s, px(s) + 8) = 0 for almost all (s, X, 6) in R*, and since 
xN(t, U) < xNl(t, U) for all (t, U) in R we have &s, px(s) + 5) = 0 for almost 
all (s, X, 5) in R*, and hence e(s, px(s) + 5) is measurable in R* and Case V 
is proved. 
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Case VI. Suppose O(t, U) = xE(t, u), where E is a measurable subset of R. 
Let d be a G,-set such that d 1 E and N = d - E is a null set. Then 
xE(t, U) and xN(t, U) satisfy the hypotheses of Case IV and Case V respectively, 
and hence 
is measurable on R*. 
Case VII. Suppose O(t, U) is a simple function. Then it is a finite linear 
combination of functions satisfying the hypothesis of Case VI, and the con- 
clusion follows. 
Case VIII. Suppose O(t, U) is nonnegative and measurable. Then it is 
the limit of a sequence from Case VII. 
Case IX. The general case. Here Bf and 9- satisfy the hypothesis of 
Case VII. 
COROLLARY. The same statement holds for e(s, px(t) + 6) for each jixed t. 
Moreover both statements are true in (s, x) for each jixed 5. 
LEhlnlA 2. Let O(t, u) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem I: then for each 
t E (a, b], e(s, px(t) + 5) is integrable on [a, b] for almost every x E C,,[a, b] 
and each fixed 5. Moreover e(s, px(t) + .$) is integrable on [a, b] fw almost every 
lx, 5) E GCa, bl x C-00, ~0). The above conclusions are also valid for 
e(s, px(s) + 5). In fact we have 
jc [a b, [j” I e(s, ~(4 + 511 ds12 dx< ~0. 01 a 
Proof. Consider 
T= j-t [jab I % 41 ds] 2 du 
= j-1 [jab I @, 41 ds] [jab I O(s), u)l ds’] du 
02 
b =I II b 1 e(S, U)l / e(s’, U)l ds ds’ du. --m a n 
An application of the Fubini Theorem yields 
(2.1) 
T = f”j”j” I e(S, U)I I e(S’, u)l du ds ds’. 
-a a -m 
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We now apply the Schwarz inequality to prove that the above integral is 
< (Jo2 jab jab ds ds’ = (n/r’)* (b - a)‘. 
Thus jz 1 e(s, u)I ds < cc for almost all u, or 6(s, U) is integrable with respect 
to s for almost every u. 
Let a < t < b and let .$ be any real number and consider 
j, [a bl [jb I eb, dt) + 411 ds]* dx 
0. a 
=sss ab ab c [a bl I qs, p(t) + 511 I w, fW + 01 dx ds A’ 0 * 
= ___- I 0th pi + 631 I w, PU + 01 
- exp{ - ~*/(2(t - a))} du ds ds’ 
1 x /l/2 -- 
G 1/274t -u) a ss 
b b II e(s, *)I1 * II w *II ds QT.s 
a 
and so 
< W’Y I h II’* (b - 4” < o. -~ 
1/27r(t - a) ’ 
jc [ bl [j” I % ~40 + 0 ds]*dJc < ~0. 
iJa. (1 
We have proved that for each h > 0 and each real 5 and each t such that 
a < t < b we have that fI(s, h-l/*x(t) + 6) is integrable on [a, b] for almost 
every x E C,[u, b]. 
Since e(s, p(t) + 5) is measurable as a function of (s, x, 6) it follows from 
the Fubini Theorem that e(s, p(t) + 5) is integrable as a function of s on 
[a, b] for almost every (x, 5) E C,,[u, b] x (-co, CO). Now consider 
J-1 [j” I 0, ~$4 + 0 ds]* dx 
C,[a.bl a 
b b --sss - I e(s, px(~) + [)I - I qs’, PX(S’) + 5)l dx ds ds’. a a C,[a.bl 
By symmetry we may write 
J = 2 jabj:‘jc [a bl ) o(s, p(s) f 6) qs’, PX(s’) + [)I dx ds ds’ 
0 * 
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and evaluating the Wiener integral we have 
O2 1 qs, pu + 5) O(s’, P” + 01 
J = 2 s,“s.“‘JIL yl@q(s - a) (s’ - s) 
x exp \2(T:l, - 2(s, _ s) ) du dv ds ds’ (v - 4” \ 
= 2 s,abJ-;' qq+) (s _ s,) jyyjy~ I %PU + 0 W,P(U + 4 + El 
I 
2 
x exp fi - 
W’z 
2(s' - s) I 
du dw ds ds’. 
By the Schwarz inequality, 
J d 2 I(’ 2* d(s -Ia) ($ - q s_mm 
(M’)2 1 h /l/2 e-+(s’-s) dw ds ds’ 
= 2 I,abj-;’ ~~ iF3 1 h 11/2 (M’)2 ds ds’ < CO. 
We have thus proved that e(s, px(s) + 5) is integrable as a function of s on 
[a, b] for each fixed 4 and almost every x E C,,[a, 61. 
As before, this fmplies the integrability for almost every (x, 6) E R. 
Notation. We define 
F,(x) = e%), 
where X, is defined by (0.9). 
LEMMA 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, FO(h-1’2x + 6) exists for 
almost all x E C,[u, b] for each fixed E. 
Proof. By definition, 
F&X + 0 = exp ]iab e(s, PXXS) + 0 dj , 
and this exists whenever JI B(s, px&) + 5‘) ds exists. Now this integral 
1” e(s, px,(~) + 6) ds = i Jtk qs, dtk-d + 0 d.f, 
Q k=l b-1 
(2.2) 
and in Lemma 2 we established its existence and thus Lemma 3 is proved. 
It is clear that F(px + 5) also exists for each fixed f for almost all 
x E C&z, b]. 
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LEMMA 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, for h > 0, the bounded 
operator IA-(F) exists and maps L2(- co, co) into itself and 
I/ IAU(F)/\ < e”(b-a). 
Proof. From (0.8) we have after using (0.7) that 
llIAV) #II* = j-1 ( jc [n bl exp 1s” 0 . ” e(s, PX&> + 5) dsl ICl(/=@) + 4 dx 1’ d5 oc < s [I --3o C&,bl e”(b-a) 1 #(px(b) + E)I dx12 d6 
= e2Mlb-a) 1-1 [(2a(b - a))-“’ 5 I #(pu + 5)l 
-m 
x exp(- u2/(2(b - a))} du]’ df. 
We now apply Lemma 1 of [l; p. 5221 to conclude that the above expression is 
< e2M(b-a) 11 * 112, i.e. 
II IAu(F) 4 II < eMcbea) II 4 II . 
3. THE LIMIT IN THE MEAN OF J[: L~(s, px,(s) + t) ds 
LEMMA 5. Let e(t, u) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem I and let p = hW2; 
then 
di%0 $i,,,.,, 1 jab 
[e(S, px,(S) f 5) - e(s, pX(S) + E)] dS I2 dX d[ = 0. 
Proof. Consider 
J = j-:S, [a bl 1 jEb m pro + 5) - e(s, ~4s) + 01 ds I2 dx d.5 
= j-:i:,.,J:j: [qs, pds) + 4) - e(s, fw + 01 0 * 
- [e(s’, fxo(s’) + 5) - e(s’, px(s’) + t)] ds ds’ dx d5 
= jm j f f St* jtk’ 
-m C&.bl k=l k’zl t.- t ‘- 
[qs,px(tk-l) + 0 - mfX(S) + ai (3.1) 
II k 1 
. [e(s’, fx(t,,-,) + 6) - O(s’, px(s’) + [)I ds’ ds dx d6 
= cl $, s”,s:“- jtf’: jc [n bl w9 f4tk-4 + 5) - e(b fxw + 01 
hl X.1 Cl - 
. [e(d, px(t,,-,) + 8) - B(s’, px(s’) + E)] dx ds’ ds d5. 
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We now split this double sum into two parts, the sum of the diagonal elements, 
S, , and the sum of the off-diagonal elements, S, , which we write as follows 
utilizing the symmetry of the elements: 
- [qs’, px(tk-l) + [) - 8(s’, px(s’) + 5)] dx ds ds’ d5 
[+, px(tk-l) + 5) - +, px(s) + 81 
- [e(s’, px(t,,-,) + 8) - 8(s’, px(s’) + f)] dx ds’ ds d5, 
= s, + s, . - 
Let us consider a general term T of the double sum S, , and note that k’ < K, 
i.e. t,,-, < s’ < t,, < s < t,: 
T = jmljtL, \t~~ljcora b, [% dtkd + 8 - e(s, PX@) + 81 
- r 
- [e(s’, px(tkl-l) + 5) - qs’, PX(S’) +9>1 dx A’ ds dE. 
We now employ Wiener’s formula to obtain 
T = jzlt::J:yIJ-: e(s, pw + [) e(s’, pu + f) P(u, vu, s, s’) du dv ds’ ds de, 
where 
P(td, zi, s, s’) = p(u, t,‘-, - a)p(v - td, t,-, - t,‘-1) 
- p(u, s’ - a) p(v - 24, t,-, - s’) 
- p(u, t,,-, - a) p(w - u, s - tp-1) 
+p(u,s’-u)p(e,-u,s-s’) 
and where p(u, t) denotes the normal distribution density function 
p(u, t) = (27rt)-lj2 exp(- u2/2t). 
Regrouping the terms, we have 
P(u, 0, s, s’) = p(u, t,*-, - a) [p(tJ - 24, t,-, - tp-1) - p(n - u, s - fk,-l)l 
+ P(U, s’ - 4 [P@ - 24, s - s’) - p(w - u, t,-, - s’)]. 
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Thus after using the Fubini Theorem, we obtain the following estimate 
for T: 
x 1 P(u, v, s, s’)[ du dv ds’ ds. 
By the Schwarz inequality we obtain 
1 T I < (M’)’ j-L,s;:j-:mjm; I J’(u, v, s, ~‘11 du dv ds’ ds. 
The following estimate for the integral of the absolute value of the difference 
of two normal distribution functions is readily obtained: 
Q G j-1 j p(u, t) - p(u, 4 du < ‘“;- s ’ 
S 
where 0 < s < t. We also observe that 
j-L I p(u, t) - p(u, s)l du < jm Mu, t) + P@, 41 du < 2, --m 
and so if 
I 
+=-s 
y(s,t)=2min l,--=- 
dS 1 
we have 
We now estimate the interior integrals 
m m 
SI P(U, G/-l - 4 I P@ - u, t,-, - t,,-,) - p(v - II, s - t,,-,)I dv du --03 -co 
s 
m < p(u, t,,.e, - a) y(t,-, - t,,-, , s - t,,-,) du 
= g&, - t,,-, , s - t,,-1); 
and 
m m 
I is p(u, s’ - a) ) p(v - u, s - s’) - p(v - -m -m 
u, t,-, - s’)] dv] du 
< I m p(u, s’ - u) #,-, - s’, s - s’) du --cc 
= y(t,-, - s’, s - s’). 
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Let us assume that norm a < 6 < (b - a), and then since 
t,*-, < d < t,, < t,-, d s < t, , 
y(L, - cv.4 , s - t/c,-,) 
d 2ds - t,-, 
1 2 &,-, - t,,-, d 
2&i- 
l/s -- - 6 - s’ if s - 6 < ’ s’* , 
If 
y*(s), s) 3 
1 7s 2 _ 
2&i- 
6 _ s, if s - 6 > < s’, 
we have 
Similarly, 
y(t,-, - t,,-, ) s - t,,-,) < y*(s’, s). 
( 
2 if s - 6 < s’, 
r(tk-l  S’) s- s’) G 2$/S _ t,-, ~ 
i 
2fl 
l/t,-, - S’ d/s -I if s - 6 ’ s’ 
and so 
y(t,-, - s’, s - s’) < y*p, s). 
We now combine these estimates to obtain: 
I T I < (M’)’ J;:tLl-t;:l 2 * Y*(s’, s) u’s’ ds. 
Thus the double sum has the estimate 
= 8(M’)2s b (d/s . 2 * t’max(s - S - IL, 0) + min(6, s - a)) ds 
a 
< 24(M’)2 G(b - up*, 
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and we have proved that lim,,, 1 S, 1 = 0. We now consider S’, , the diagonal 
terms of our original double sum, 
x [e(s’, px(t,-l) + 5) - @‘, px(s’) + 5)] d5 dx ds ds’. 
We have by the Schwarz inequality 
= 4(M’)2 f (tk - t,-,)” < 4(M’)2 f (trc - t,-,) s 
I;=1 k=l 
= 4(M’)2 S(b - a), 
and so 
l$ I s, 1 = 0. * 
We have therefore proved lim,,, J = 0, and hence that 
niks3 je:J-co[o,b, I ja  [e(s, px,,(s) + 5) - e(s, p(s) + [)I ds I2 dx d5 = 0. 
Remark. We further remark that under the hypotheses of Theorem I, 
.k%J j" e(s, p,(s) + E) ds = jab @, PW + 0 fk (3.2) 
(=,a a 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND COROLLARIES 
Let us consider a sequence of subdivisions {a,}, such that 
lim norm un = 0. n+cc 
We have established in Lemma 5 that 
1.i.m. j” e(s, p%,(s) + E) ds = jab qs, P(S) + 5) ds. n-m LI 
cx,e, 
Thus there exists a subsequence {a,$ of the {a,} such that 
!<I j" e(s, p,,,,(s) + 5) ds = j" % ~44 + 5) ds 
cl a 
(4.1) 
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almost everywhere on Co[a, b] x (- co, 00). We now consider 
(4.2) 
x #(p-Q) + 6) dx 43 AC. 
We now prove that the integrand is dominated by a functional integrable 
over C,,[u, 61 x (-co, co). Now 
1 exp \/’ Q, P,,$) + 5) ds/ +W(b) + 0 ~(0 1 
a 
(4.3) 
< eMfb-a) I #(p(b) + 6) d5)l , 
and by Wiener’s formula, 
02 
SI --m c,[a.b, I YGW + 0 da dx d‘t 
(4.4) = jm [27@ - 4F2 srn I v%u + 511 exp(u2/(2(b - a)) I ~(01 du dt. --m -m 
If we now make the substitution o = pu + 6, the integral becomes 
where we have applied Lemma 1 of [1 ; p. 5221 to the inner integral and used 
the Schwarz inequality. Now by dominated convergence we conclude from 
(4.1) and (4.2) that 
Since the right member of (4.3) is independent of the choice of the (u,$, 
we conclude that limr,O~mO.,o(lAo(F) $I,q) exists, and it follows from the defini- 
tion (0.6) that I,(F) exists and (1.2) holds. Moreover (4.6) implies that (1.3) 
holds for almost all 5, and (1.1) follows from (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5), 
so the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
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COROLLARY 1. Theorem 1 remains valid for functions O(t, u) which have an 
expression O(t, u) = O,(t, u) + O,(t, u) where B,(t, u) satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1 and b,(t, u) is continuous almost everywhere on R and Re &(t, u) < B 
on R, and b,(t, u) is bounded on every compact subset of R. 
The proof of the corollary is exactly the same as the proof of the theorem in 
so far as establishing the domination is concerned. The proof that 
;irr j-” B1(s, WxonJs) + 6) ds = J’b B,(s, W2x(s) + 5) ds 
a a 
for almost all (x, E) follows from Lemmas 1, 2, 3, and 5 as in the proof of 
Theorem 1. The proof of the same statement for 0a follows from the corollary 
to Lemma 1 and from Lemma 5 of [l] and bounded convergence. 
COROLLARY 2. Theorem 1 remains valid for functions b(t, u) which are 
continuous a.e. on R and for which there exist positive numbers M, M’, p, with 
p > 2, such that Re O(t, U) < M on R, 8(t, .) E L, for t E [0, t,], and 
II 44 3, G ~1 in [a toi. 
Here II &)ll, hates {Km I v(u)Ip dVp. 
Proof. Let q be any positive number such that 
So = ((4 u> I (t, 4 E R I e(t, u)l = d 
has measure zero. 
Let 
and 
s, = {(t, 4 I (4 4 E R I w, 41 > !7). 
We define for i = 1,2, 
and observe that for all (t, U) E R 
qt, U) = e,(t, 4 + w 4. 
Moreover e1 and 6, are both continuous a.e. on R, since they can only be 
discontinuous at points of S,, or at points where O(t, u) is discontinuous. 
Now clearly 1 e,(t, u)] < q on R, so e1 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 
of [l]. We shall show that 6J2 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
For each t E [0, t,,], let 
G(t) = 1~ I (t, 4 E &I = 1~ I (t, 4 E R I w, u)l > d, 
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and note that 
= 4-” IIv, *)ll”, < q-qM’)“, 
so for t E [0, t,], 
11 e2(t, .)\I < ql--yqM’)pl2 < co. 
Thus 8, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and hence 0 satisfies the 
hypotheses of Corollary 1 to Theorem 1; so Corollary 2 is established. 
5. ANALYTIC EXTENSION OF THE OPERATORS TO THE RIGHT HALF PLANE 
Because we have established, in the proof of Lemma 2 above, the existence 
for almost all v of integrals of the form jz 0(s, v) ds, the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 6. Let O(t, u) 6e measurable on the strip R = [a, b] x (-CO, co), 
let Re O(t, u) < M on R, let O(t, .) be of class L, on (-CO, CO) for each t, and 
let I/ O(t, .)I1 < M’ -C CO. Then if 
F(x) = exp 1s.” tY(s, x(s)) ds/ , Re X z=- 0, 
the operator I,+“(F) exists and is bounded and 
II 4V) 9 II d II 4~ IIe”(B-al. 
Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 6 of [l]. 
We will need the following analogue of the Vitali Theorem (namely 
Theorem 3 of [l, p. 3521. 
THEOREM V. Let x,(z) be a sequence of vector-valued holomorphic functions 
in a domain D of the complex plane whose values lie in a separable Hilbert space 
H. Let 11 x,(z)ll < B for z E D. Let {zk} be a sequence of distinct points of D such 
that lim,,, zk = z, E D. Let limn&xn(zR), y) exist for each y E H and each h. 
Then there exists x(z) E H such that limn+m(x&), y) = (x(z), y) and x(z) 
is holomorphic in D and lim,,,(x,(z), y) = (x(z), y) uniformZy on any compact 
subset of D for each y E H. 
40914212-6 
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DEFINITION. Let F be a functional such that IA(F) # exists for h real and 
positive. For each 4 EL,(- co, co), let a function A(h; 4) exist for Re h > 0 
and be analytic (as a vector-valued function) in X for Re h > 0 and let 
A(h; #) = I,,(F) I,!I when A is real and positive and # G L, . Then we define 
Iyn(F) 4 = A@; #) for # EL, and Re h > 0. 
From Theorem 1, Lemma 6 and Theorem 17, we obtain as in Theorem 4 
of [l, p. 5331, the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let 9(t, u) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Then it 
follows that for Re h > 0, I,,(F) exists and is holomorphic for Re X > 0. Thus 
IT(F) exists and 
CYF) = I,\(F) and 11 I,““(F)\1 = 11 IA(F)]1 < e M’b-a). 
6. THE OPERATOR J, FOR ALhlosT ALL REAL q 
When h approaches the imaginary axis, we use the definition of J, given 
in the introduction in (0.14) namely 
THEOREM 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, the bounded analytic 
function I,(F) possesses a (weak) limit as h --+ - iq, Re X > 0 for almost all real 
q; in other words J,(F) exists for almost all q. 
Proof, The proof follows immediately from the Fatou theorem for vector 
valued holomorphic functions. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses to Theorem 3, 
II J,(F) 4 II < II 4 II eMfb-) 
for almost all q. 
Proof. The inequality follows by taking weak limits of the similar inequal- 
ity for I,,(F) + obtained in Theorem 2. 
7. UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
We prove here an analogue to Theorem 1 of [2]. 
THEOREM 4. Let q # 0 be any jxed real number, q5 E L,( - 00, co), 0(t, u) 
measurable in the strip 
R = [0, t,,] x (-CD, co), qt, .> ELz(--cO, a) 
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for each t, \I 0(t, -)I\ < M. Then any two solutions of 
(7.0) 
which are of class L,(R) are equal almost everywhere in R. Indeed, for each 
t E (0, t,,], the solutions are equal for almost every E. 
An examination of Eq. (7.0) immediately shows that if two solutions are not 
identical but differ on a set of measure zero, the second term of the right side 
of (7.0) is the same for both solutions. If two solutions do differ on a non- 
empty null set, the difference is due simply to the fact that the first term on 
the right hand side is a “5 integral,” and hence is defined only up to a set of 
measure zero, In case # happens to be an element of L, n L, , so that the 
“f-integral” may be replaced by an ordinary Lebesgue integral, the solution 
would then become uniquely defined at every point of A. 
Proof. Let r, and r2 be any two solutions of (7.0) which satisfy the 
hypotheses of the theorem, and let 
W, E) = rdt, t) - rz(t, E). (7.1) 
Then it follows that 
G(t, E) = (&)l’ St (t - s)-lj2 fin e(s, u) G(s, u) exp [‘$:t 171 du ds. 
0 *-@a 
(7.2) 
By the Minkowski inequality there exists a finite constant B such that 
or 
(I G(-, *)I]’ = r’“J’” 1 G(s, u)l” du ds < B2 
‘0 -cc 
I 
to 
I\ G(s, -)\I’ ds < B2. 
0 
An application of the Schwarz inequality enables us to conclude that 
s,t II G(s, *)I\ ds < [s,” II G(s, *)ll’ ds]“’ [s,’ ds]1’2 < B z/t. (7.3) 
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Let us consider (and in the process prove the finiteness of) 
(T - s)- 1;‘2 j-L 8(s, u) G(s, u) 
x exp /‘:FT x :))a/ duds 1 d7 
< 1’ syp [ (2Jr’* j; (7 - s)-li4 M 11 G(s, .)I1 ds] dT 
= ( (g)“‘j; (T - s)-lj2 M 11 G(s, -)I1 ds d7 
= (!g,“’ jJ* (T - s)-li2 112 11 G(s, -)I1 dT ds 
/I G(s, *)I1 (t - s)‘i2 ds. 
If we integrate by parts, we have 
where 
g < M jot [jos II G(s’, .>I1 dd] (t - s)-1/2 ds, 
and using (7.3) we have 
g < Ad’ 
-t Bds J - o dt _ s ds = M’Brrtl2, 
and thus we have proved that G(t, .) is of class L, for almost all t and 
(7.4) 
If we now apply Lemma 1 of [l] to G(t, 5) as defined by equation (7.2), 
since the norm of the integral is less than or equal to the integral of the norm, 
we obtain: 
II W, 3 d jot II @, 9 % 3 ds 
rt 
< II % .>I1 J SUP I G(s, 0 ds 0 -m<5<m (7.5) 
“t 
< M J SUP I W, 01 ds. 0 --m<f<W 
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From inequality (7.4), we have 
I/ G(t, -)I1 < rlj”’ M2Bt. 
We shall now show by induction that 
II G(t, -II < 
ynAt(3n-1)/2 
n! for ra = 1, 2, 3 ,..,, 
351 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
where A and y are constants. 
Let us begin by assuming (7.7) valid for n = N, and substitute it into 
(7.2) and apply the Schwarz inequality to obtain: 
112 MyN&'3N-1)/Z t 
N! ‘o (t - s)-li2 ds 1 (7.8) 
= 2 (ld)‘i” MYN;y . 
By (7.5) and (7.8) we have 
I/ W> -III < s,‘M sup I G(s, 01 ds --m<t<- 
< AMY I 2q/r 11j2 t(3N+2’/2 
\ (N+l)! ’ 
If we set y = M2 I 2&I] lj2, we have established that 
II W, -)I1 9 
AyN+lt[3'N+1'-1112 
(N+ 111 * 
If we set A = Bz-/4, inequality (7.7) reduces to inequality (7.6) when 
n = 1 so our induction is complete. We conclude that 
II W, .)I1 = 0, 
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and therefore that G(t, 5) = 0 for almost every (t, E) in R, and from (7.2) 
we can assert that G(t, 5) = 0 at all points of R and the proof of Theorem 4 
is complete. 
COROLLARY. Theorem 4 remains true if q is replaced by ih, where Re X > 0. 
Moreover if Re X > 0, the superscript 5 on the first integral in (7.0) may be 
omitted, and the equation holds everywhere instead of almost everywhere. 
8. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR THE SOLUTIONS OF 
THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 
THEOREM 5. Let e(t, u) be measurable on the strip R: 0 < t < t, , 
---CO < u < co, and let Re fI(t, u) < Mfor (t, u) E R, and let 0(t, .) be of class 
L, on (-W, co) for each t, and let 11 q(t, .)]I < M’. Let 1,4 EL~(--ccI, 00) and 
let G(t, 5, A) be definedfor h > 0 and (t, 5) E R, t # 0, by 
G(t, 5,X) = 1 
ccso. fl 
exp Is” e(t - s, A-ll”x(s) + 6) ds! +(h-1/2x(t) + t) dx. 
0 
(8-O) 
Then G(t, 5, A) satisfies the following integral equation 
G(t, 6, A) = (&)l” Irn #(u) exp I- ‘(’ L “‘tl du + (5)“” s,” (r _ s)--1/2 
--oo 
-m X 1 --m 
e(s, u) G(s, u, A) exp [ - ;ft 1 :i’/ du ds 
on R, t # 0, and 
II G(t, et 4ll < II ti II eMto - 
The proof of this theorem together with the following theorem parallels 
the proof of Theorem 8 of [l], but it differs at several significant points. For 
the convenience of the reader we are including the entire proof. 
Proof. We begin by defining the function 
@(4 4 = S, [o tl exp 11‘, rh x(t - d + 4 d?l[ du + x(t)) dxt (8.2) 
0 * 
where y(t, u) = e(t, uX-~~~) and v(u) = #(uh-l/a) for all (t, u) in the strip R. 
The integral in the exponent exists for almost all x by Lemma 2 above. For 
0 < t < to and - 00 < u < 00 the function 
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satisfies the following inequalities: 
I @(t, u)l < eMt s c [o tl I du + x(O)l dx II . 
m = eMf(2at)-l/2 
i 
/ ~(u + v)I e-v2/2tdv 
--m 
s 
m 
= eMt(2at)-lP 1 v(w)1 e-(tc--u)2/2t dw. --m 
An application of Lemma 1 of [l] to this integral yields the following inequal- 
ity for the norm of 0 which is valid for 0 < t < t,: 
II W, -)I1 d eMf II v II . P-3) 
An application of the Schwarz inequality to the same integral yields 
I @(t, u>l < eMt(2vt)-li2 I/ p 11 (j-1 e-(w-u)2/t dw)l” 
and so 
1 @(t, u)l < eMt(7rt)-114 1 fp 11 . P-4) 
Since ~(7, u + x(t - 7)) is integrable with respect to q on [0, s] for almost 
all x by Lemma 2 above, we apply the fundamental theorem for Lebesgue 
integrals to obtain for almost all X: 
jot As, u + x(t - 4) exp [J’,” h u + x(t - 4) 41 ds 
= exp Ijo” yh, u + x(t - d) 41 - 1. 
After multiplying this equation by CJJ(U + x(t)) and integrating over Wiener 
space we obtain 
m 4 = jc [o t, 
0 * 
v(u + x(t)) s,t Y(S, 24 + 4t - 4) 
.3 
x exp 
IS 
Y(T, u + x(t - 7) 4 ds dx 
I 
=s core, tl 
B(l + x(t)> [exp ]J’d ~(rl, u + x(t - d) d?l 
and consequently 
Q<G 4 = @Cc 4 - jc [o t, TJ(U + x(t)) dx. 
0 . 
1 dx, 
I 
03.5) 
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By the last statement in Lemma 2 above, and since 
I c la b, I T(U +x(t))? dx= (2+ - 4)-112 jm Idu + 5Y exp I- &lY 0 * 
= [24t - u)]--~/~ ,’ I cp(v)l* exp I- e\ de, 
-02 
Q P7T(t - ap2 II 9J II29 
the integrand of Q(t, U) is the product of two functions of integrable square 
over the product space by a bounded function. Thus we may apply the 
Fubini Theorem to Q(t, u), and obtain 
Q@ 4 = s,‘sc f. t] P)(u + x(t)) I+, u + x0 - 4) 0 . 
By using the following property of the Wiener integral [3], 
I c [a p dx = 0 . jc [a c,xc [e,,F(Y + 4 4Y x 4, cl* 0. 
where for t E [a, c], z(t) = 0 and for t E [c, b], r(t) = y(c); since 0 < s < f, 
we write 
Q@9 4 = 0-c 10 t--slXC [t-s tl cp@ + r(t) + 49) Y(S, u + y(t - 4 + x(t - s)) 0 . 0 * 
We observe that z(t - S) equals zero and in the exponential, 
Y(t - 4 = Y@ - 4 
because 0 < 7 < s and t - 7 > t - s, so that we may now transform the 
double integral into these repeated integrals, 
~(t, U) = Jo* [jc to t-d 0 * 
y(s, u + yp - s)) dY jc [t-s t, a@ + YO - 4 + z(t)) 
0 . 
- exp Ijos Y(T, u + y(t - s) + 4t - ~1) $1 dz] ds. 
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We next change variables so that the second Wiener integral is extended over 
the space C,,[O, S] to obtain: 
- exp ISo^Y(?,UfY(t--S)+Z(S--?))drlldzds. 
We now use the definition of @(t, U) given in equation (8.2) to obtain 
As, u + Y@ - 4) [@(s, u + Y@ - s))l dr ds. 
We evaluate the Wiener integral to obtain 
Q(t, u) = I,’ [27r(t - s)]-l12 1-1 y(s, u + v) @(s, u + w) e-v212(t-s) dv ds 
and from (8.5) we have 
Q(t, u) = @(t, u) - (27rt)-1/2 1-1 q~(u + w) e-u2/2t dv. 
Equating these two expressions for Q(t, u), we have derived for 0 < t 9 4, 
an integral equation for 0 
@(t, U) = (24-l/2 J-1 q(w) e-(w-u)2/2t dw 
+ (2n)-1/2 I’ (t - S)-V 1-1 y(s, w) O(s, w) e-(w-u)*/*(t-s) dw ds. 
(8.6) 
Rewriting 0 as defined in (8.2) in terms of 8, + we have 
@(t, u) = Jc [o t, exp IL’ e(q k+‘x(t - 7) + h-1/2~) dq/ 
0 . 
x #(A-‘/“x(t) + H2u) dx. (8.7) 
We now observe from (8.0) and (8.7) that G(t, 5, A) = @(t, N2t) and 
rewriting (8.6) in terms of 0 and 4 and G we obtain 
G(t, f, A) = (&)“’ ~-~$(v) e-A(t-v)a/2s dv 
+ (&)li2 lot (t - s)-l/2 J-1 O(s, w) G(s, w, A) e-A(f-v)2/2(t-s) dv ds. 
uw 
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By Theorem 1, (1. l), (1.3), and (8.0), jj G(t, ., X)11 < // 4 IIMfo, and Theorem 5 
is proved. 
9. EXTENSION TO THE RIGHT HALF PLANE 
THEOREM 6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5, the function G(t, 5, A) 
has an analytic extension in X for Re h > 0 for (t, 5) E R, t # 0, and it satisjies 
the integral equation (8.1), and I/ G(t, ., X)ll < I/ z,b 11 eMto for Re X > 0. 
Proof. Because B(t - s, U) satisfies in 0 < s < t, - cc < u < ~13 for 
each fixed t E [0, to] the same hypotheses as 6(t, U) satisfies in R, we may apply 
Theorem 1. If we set 
F,(x) = exp /I” f?(t - s, X(S)) ds/ , 
0 
(9.1) 
for real positive A, we have 
G(t, E, 4 = VP,) $1 63 
= 
s CJO, tl 
exp 11” e(t - s, A-i/?x(s) + E) dsl #(A-‘/*x(t) + t) dx. 
0 
(9.2) 
By Theorem 2 we know that for each # EL, and each t, 0 < t < to , G(t, -, A) 
has an analytic extension in h to the whole right half plane Re X > 0, thus 
for Re X > 0. 
By Theorem 2 we have 
and so 
(9.3) 
We shall now show that for fixed t > 0 and 6 real, the right hand side of 
equation (8.8) is analytic in h for Re h > 0. The first term on the right hand 
side is clearly analytic in h for Re X > 0 and we now consider the second 
term. We begin by integrating the inner integral by parts: 
s 
n e(s, v) G(s, 0, A) e+(f-o)*P(t-b) de, 
-cc 
m u 
=-s [S 
e(s, D’) G(s, v’, A) dv’ e-A(c-‘J)‘P(t-s) 1 ( ‘(6 - u) der --m 0 (t - s) 1 . 
(9.4) 
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Now for v > 0, 
I ’ e(s, v’) G(s, v’, A) dv’ = j-1 x[o,&‘) Q, v’) G(s, v’, 4 dv’, (9.5) 0 
and since G(s, ., A) is analytic in h as a vector valued function it follows that 
both members of (9.5) are analytic in X for Re X > 0 and v > 0. The same 
is clearly true for negative v, and hence both members of (9.4) are analytic 
in h for Re X > 0. By the Schwarz inequality the left hand member of (9.4) 
is bounded by AZ I/ IJ 11 eMt 0, so the second term of the right hand member, 
and thus the right hand side of (8.8) is analytic in h for Re X > 0. Thus for 
each fixed t E (0, t,,] and 6 real, G(t, 5, A) has an analytic extension (as a 
numerical valued function) to Re h > 0 which we shall denote by G*(t, 5, A). 
We now have 
G*(t, 5, A) = (&)1’2 j-1 $b(u) exp I- x(e ; “)2/ dt 
+ ($)‘!’ j-1 (t - s)-l12 j-1 e(s, u) G(s, u, A) 
* 
(9.6) 
It is easy to see that the right hand side is integrable with respect to f on any 
finite interval, and the integral is analytic in X for Re X > 0. Thus for e’ # 0, 
jr G*(t, f, A) d[ . h 1 is o omorphic for Re h > 0, and it equals $’ G(t, 8, A) dt 
when h is real and positive. But since G(t, ., A) is holomorphic over Re h > 0 
as a vector valued function for each fixed t E (0, to], it follows that 
$’ GO, 594 dt . h 1 is o omorphic for Re h > 0 and fixed t. Thus by analytic 
extension the two integrals are equal for Re X > 0, so 
s 
” [G(t, 5, A) - G*(t, <, A)] d.$ = 0. 
0 
We differentiate this equation with respect to f’, holding t and h fixed, to 
obtain 
W, 4’, 4 = G*(t, 4’, 4 
for almost all 5’. Since G(t, 6, A) has up to this point been defined only for 
almost all 4 when Im X # 0, we may now complete the definition by defining 
G(t, 5, A) = G*(t, E, A) for t E (0, to] and all real [ and Re h > 0. Thus the 
integral equation (9.6) becomes equation (8.1) and the proof of Theorem 6 is 
complete. 
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10. THE INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR CLUSTER VALUES 
In order to establish an existence theorem for the integral equation (7.0) 
which is valid for all non zero Q (rather than for almost all q as one would be 
led to conjecture from Theorem 3) we introduce cluster sets. This parallels 
our use of cluster sets in [2]. 
DEFINITION. Let H(z) be a function defined throughout a domain Q of 
the complex x-plane whose values lie in a separable Hilbert space X. For any 
point Z,E~ we define the cluster set, %$(H, z,,) of H(z) at z0 to be the set of 
points ~1 E Y such that there exists a sequence {zn} C Sz - {zo} such that 
lim x, = z0 and 
n-m 
;li~ H(z,) = 0~. 
(The last limit shall be interpreted as the weak limit in the Hilbert space S.) 
In [2] it was proved that V&H, q,) is nonempty and weakly closed when- 
ever H(x) is a bounded function and H(z) possesses a weak limit at Z, when- 
ever Wo(H, z,,) consists of a single element. 
THEOREM 7. Let 6(t, u) be measurable on the strip R = [0, to] x (-c-o, CO), 
let Re 8(t, U) < 1111 on R, Zet 8(t, *) be of class L,(-co, co) for each t and let 
II qt, .)I1 < M’ c 00. Let q be any real number, q # 0, let II, EL~(--co, CO) 
and let 
F,(x) = exp [Ia” O(t - s, X(S)) ds/ . (10.0) 
Let G({, A) = G(t, E, A) = (IA $) (8) where 5 = (t, 5). Then every element 
P(c) E P(t, .$) of V(G(*, A), - iq) satisfies the integral equation 
+ (-&-)I” L’ (t - ~)--l/~ 1-1 O(s, U) r(s, U) exp 1 ‘:i 1 yr 1 du ds 
for almost all (t, f) E R. 
(10.1) 
Proof of Theorem 7. This proof parallels the proof of Theorem 2 of [2] 
but differs at significant points. 
Let t and q be given real numbers, t E (0, to) and q # 0. By applying Theo- 
rem 2 above, we observe that I,@,) exists and is bounded for Re h > 0, 
11 I,(F,)II < eMto. Thus we obtain 
s m I(A(F,) #> ([)I2 d6 < II 4 II2 ezMtO, (10.2) cc 
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and 
to m 
1.i l(4(Ft) #) (5)12 dt dt d II $ II2 toezMto. 0 --m 
By the Fubini Theorem, 
II G(*, Q” = jR I WI, U2 4 < II # II2 toe2Mto. (10.3) 
Let 52 be the open right half plane, Re h > 0. The function r(t) is (by hypo- 
thesis) an element of the cluster set % = V?o(G( ., A), - iq) (which by Lemma 2 
of [2] is non-empty). Let {A,} b e a sequence such that Re A,, > 0, A, -+ -iq, 
and 
(10.4) 
for all v EL,(R). 
By Theorem 6 our function G(t, 5, A,) satisfies the integral equa- 
tion (8.1) of Theorem 5 above. We now multiply this equation by 
tp&$) = H&f) e&l2 (where IS&!) is the Hermite polynomial of degree k, 
i.e., If&$) = (- 1)” ec*12(dk/dfk) e-E*12), and integrate with respect to 4 
over (--cc, co): 
(10.5) 
x exp 
I 
- ‘TZ(l - ‘1’ 
2(t - 5) I 
d,, ds d( 
Let us begin by considering the second term on the right hand side of the 
integral equation (10.5) which we write as follows, suppressing the subscript 
n on A, , 
where 
(&)l” j-1 P)&-) jj(s, 5,4 ds dt, (10.6) 
g(s, 5, A) Ez (t - s)-112 I m O(s, u) G(s, u, A) exp ( -2ii’IS;)2 ) du. (10.7) -al 
By Theorem 6 above, the following estimate holds 
II G(s, -, X)ll < II # II eMto 
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and by the Schwarz inequality, the following estimates hold, 
and 
j= I R&~I j,t I &, 5>4 ds d5 --m 
< AI’ II # II eMto -L I R&$)I 2P2 d5 s 
= 2PM’ 11 $ /I eMto - I/ qn: /I1 , 
where 11 vk iI1 is the L, norm of va . 
We now apply the Fubini Theorem to interchange the order of integration 
zzz jot (t - s)-1'2 j-~ j-~ P)k(~) 
(10.8) 
4 G(s, u, 4 
( - w - 4” t x exp 1 2ct _ s) ) du d5 ds. 
The integrand of the right hand member of (10.8) is of class& with respect 
to 5 and u, since v is of class L, with respect to f and 8G is of class L, with 
respect to U. Therefore we can interchange the inner two integrals and we 
obtain: 
jo* (t-S)-1’2 s_D, j-~ am '(S, ~) G(s, u, ') exp I -2~~s;)" 1 du do dS 
zzz jot (t - s)y2 j-t j-1 v&z) qs, u) Gh UP 4 (10.9) 
! - ‘tE - ‘)” 1 d[ du ds, 
x esp i 2(t - s) ) 
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and by (10.7), (10.8) and (10.9) we get 
f= 91k([) jot (t - s)-l/2 j-1 O(s, u) G(s, u, A) exp 1 -;\‘zS;)* \ du ds d5 
-cc 
= J,’ (t - s)-1/2 jm e(S, u) G(S, & h) j- vk(() exp 1 -2ti’rSyY 1 dt du ds. 
-n -m 
(10.10) 
We now consider the Hermite polynomials and rewrite (10.10) thus, 
jm ffk([) e-c*/2 jot (- s)-l/2 jm 13(s, u) G(s, u, A) exp 1 - ‘(’ - ‘)” 1 du ds d[ 
--m --oo 2(t - s) 
= J‘; (t - s)-l/* jm O(s, u) G(s, u, A) cBk (u, &) du ds, (10.11) 
--m 
where 
@&,fl) = jm Hk(~)e-E*/2e-A(~-u)*/e @ and A = h/(t - s). 
-cc 
We now calculate Qr . We begin by considering 
@,(u, A) = 1-1 H,(y) e-ye/2e-A(Y-u)*/2 dy = jm~fl(y)fi(u - y) dy 
where 
f (y) 1 = H .(y) e-Y2/-t = (- 1)” c e-Y*/* h 
dy" 
and f2(y) = e-*ya12 
and ReA > 0. 
Let g, and g, be the Fourier transforms offi and f2 respectively. Then by 
(1.09) page 2 of Paley and Wiener [5], 
Now 
Thus 
tDk(u, A) = 1-1 gl(w) g2(w) ediuv dv. 
gl(w) = (iw)” e-V9/2, and g2(v) = A-ll*e-*a/*na 
Q~(U, A) = ik j-~ ~ke-~z/*A-1/*e-~v2/**e--i~~ dw 
.m 
= ikA-l/2 
J 
wke-vpup JZe-iuu dpl, 
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where y’ = (d + 1)/n. Assume Re y > 0. Setting p = s, we have (after 
moving the contour back to the real axis), 
where Q(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of ske-s2/2; 
~(4 =& j-1 Ske-s2/2e--ist ds = (- 1)” H&) ,+*/2. 
Thus 
where y = [(A + 1)/n]‘/“. 
Let us consider the function 
&,(A) = jot (t - s)-li2 jm e(s, u) G(s, u, A) @, (u, &-) du ds 
--m 
and let 
Jk(q) = jt (t - s)-lj2 j a @, u) I+, u, q) Dlc (u, &) du ds 
0 --oo 
whose existence will be established later, and the difference 
&&4J - Jk(!7> = 4 + 4 9 
where 
9l = jot (t - s)-li2 jm e(s, u) G(s, u, A,) 
--m 
and 
x [Qk(u,+-) -+,&)]duds 
-“z = joi (t - s)-112 j-t Lqs, u) Qlc (u, &) 
x [G(s, u, A,) - IQ, u, q)] du ds. 
(10.12) 
(10.13) 
(10.14) 
(10.15) 
(10.16) 
(10.17) 
By Eq. (10.4) we have that G(s, u, X,) tends to r(s, u, 4) weakly as n + co 
in the L, sense over R, for each fixed (s, u). We now use our evaluation for 
c&(u, A) within Y2 and consider: 
yk+$2 sp, HI, (+) e-“*~~%(s, u) [G(s, u, A,) - W> u, dl du, (10.18) 
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where 
Thus there are fixed real constants p1 , pa , and /3 independent of s such that 
O<Pl~lYl <p2<* and I argy I <B <r/4. 
Since 
is bounded in the sector ( arg z / < p, it follows that 
Ak z sup --m<uCro 1 (t - sy2 @r (UP 2) j -=L co* 
ass< I
Thus we established JR, Q1, and Qa exist that 
(t - @-l/2 e(s,u)@, (u,g) EL,(R,); Rt = [0, t] x (-co, oo), 
and by equation (10.4) we have 92 ---f 0 as n -+ CO. 
The integral JI of (10.16) is considered next, 
8 = f,” (t - s)-lj2 jffi e(s, u) G(s, u, A) 
--m 
By an application of the Schwarz inequality we have 
We let A, = A/(t - s) and A, = - iq/(t - s), yj = [(Aj + l)//$]‘l” and 
consider the difference of the C&‘S above. 
409/42/w 
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Now from equation (10.12) we have 
= (2~)~‘~ l[y,“” Q.TJ-’ Hk(z&) exp(- u2/2yIs) 
- [$+I x/x 21-1 ffduh) ev- u~/&~~)I 
= (277)l” I[yf+l v’&]-’ H,(u/y,) exp(- u2/2yra) 
- [yt+l &Q’ H,(u/yl) exp( - u2/2r12)\ 
+ (29-r)“’ j[yE+l \/.“&]-l H,(u/y,) exp(- u2/2yI’) 
- [yi” \/X2] Hk(u/y2) exp( - u2/2y2)I 
,< (27~)~‘” I[yf+l \f’&]-’ - [yt” ~‘&]-’ ( / H,(u/y,) exp(- 24 /2rra)( 
+ (2ny I[y;+l \;j&]-’ j 
x I ffduh) ev- ~2/2y,“) - 444~~) exp(- u2/2r2)I 
z Tl + T2 . 
Now the first term satisfies 
for some constant d,l, and T, 4 0 as h -+ -iq uniformly in u and s. 
The second term T2 satisfies 
T2 e I[yk+’ \/,‘;i-,l-l I 1 ‘~a ($) - q+,z (5) 1 . 
We recall that 0 < pt < / yr 1 < pz < 00 and / arg y1 I < /3 < p/4, where 
p1 , p2 , and #I are independent of s. Clearly, for A sufficiently close to - iq 
we have 0 < pl’ < 1 y2 I < p2’ < 00 and 1 arg y2 I < /3’ < 7r/4 independent 
of s. Since 
I 9b’(4 < C, exp ( - y l ) , 
we see that 
for I arg x I < max(/% 8’) 
I 944 - dz2)l < 1 z1 - zz I G exp ( 
- mid XI I 7 I z2 I> 
4 1. 
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Thus we have 
where p = min(p, , pr’). Because l/y, --f 1 /rz uniformly in s and (YE+’ d&)-r 
is bounded in s it follows that T, - 0 uniformly in u and s as X - -iq. Thus 
and thus 
(10.19) 
By applying the Fubini Theorem to the inner two integrals of the 
repeated integrals used to define I&), 
we have 
To obtain another interchange of order of integration we now establish the 
existence of the above as a multiple integral. Thus we have 
I&) = Jk(t, q) = s,’ (t - sy2 [/-“, f&(t) e+*” Q2(t, s, O] dt & (10.20) 
where 
Q(t, s, t) = fm O(s, u) r(s, u) e~~(~--u)~/2(t-~) du, 
--cc 
(10.21) 
By the Schwarz inequality, 
I Q(t, s, -31 < M’ It r(s, .)I1 , 
so 
II BP, ., 5111 < Jr II r(., .)II . 
Now let 7 E (0, t]. We show that 
i o7 J& 4 dt 
exists. 
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For 
s T I J?& 411 dt 0 
< joTjo’ (t - s)-l/’ j’= I H&$)1 e@/* M’ 11 T(s, .)I1 de ds dt 
--m 
= M’ joTj’ (t - w’* 1% I Ef&)l e&p 11 r(s, $1 dE dt ds 
.s 50 
= 2114’ [ jm H#) e@‘/* de] jr II T(s, *)I\ VG-F ds 
< 2M’ [t Elk(t) e-E’lS dt] (yT jl Qs, .)/I* ds)l” (s,’ (T - s) ds)“’ 
--3c ‘0 
< v’TM’ [ fz Hk([) e-E”/* d[] /I T(*, *)I1 T < co. 
k--x) 
Thus Jk(t, 4) is integrable as a function of t on [0, T]. Thus 
joT I&, n) dt = joTjo’ (t - s)-lp j-1 H,(6) e+‘/* Q(t, s, f) d,$ ds dt. 
Moreover the above inequalities show that 
(t - s)-l/* I ffk(5)l e+*/* I Q(t, s, E)I 
is integrable in (t, s, 5) on [0 < s < t < 71 x (- 00, co) so we have by 
the Fubini theorem 
joT J& Q) dt = joTjpl ~~(6) e-e”/* jt (t - +l/* Q(t , s, 4) ds de dt. 
0 
Differentiating, we have for almost all T on (0, to), 
Jk(7, q) = j-1 Elk(s) e-E2/2 Jo7 (T - s)-l/* Q(T, s, 6) ds d[. (10.22) 
We have now established from (10.12) and (10.13) that for almost all t, 
ji# - ‘)” 1 du ds d[ 
x exp ( 2(t - s) ( . 
(10.23) 
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By equation (10.11) and the definition of Ik we have that the equation below 
holds: 
I&,) = j-1 q&t) jot (t - F2 j-L % 4 G(s, u, &J 
( - UE - 4’ I 
x exp ) 2(r _ S) \ du ds @. 
(10.24) 
Thus we have proved by (10.19), (10.23) and (10.24) that 
x exp 
i 
- ‘9&t - ‘1” i du ds d( 
2(t - s) I 
= (&)li2 ja qJk(6) jot (t - s)-l’* j-1 qs, 4 qs, 4 
(10.25) 
--a 
x exp Q(6 - 4”l 
I 2(t - s) I d” ds d6 
for almost all t E (0, t,,]. Clearly there exists a single null set Y such that for 
t E (0, t,,] and t 4 Y equations (10.23) and (10.25) hold for all k. 
We now turn our attention to the first term on the right hand side of the 
integral equation (10.5). 
By dominated convergence, since vr EL, , 
for all fixed U. By Lemma 1 of [I] we see that 
for some constant c. Hence the pointwise limit can be replaced by the weak 
limit 
We interchange the order of integration on both sides, using the Fubini 
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Theorem for the limitand on the left and Lemma 10 of [l, p. 5421 on the 
right. We can do the latter because va sL1 CI L, . We obtain 
Let us multiply the following integral equation of Theorem 8 of [I], valid 
for Re X > 0, 
G(t, 5, A) = (-&)l” 1-1 I)(U) exp ‘(- ‘(’ G *)‘I du 
bY 
(10.27) 
and integrate both sides with respect to 6 from - 00 to CO and pass to the 
limit as n --+ co with h replaced by A, . 
Since we know that the limit on the right hand side exists, it follows that 
the limit on the left hand side exists also, and we have by (10.25), (10.26), 
(10.27) 
where 
l’m :+% j-1 ‘~~(0 W, 5, A,) d5 = j-1 pk(O r*(t, 4) d5, (10.28) 
for each t E (0, t,] and almost all 5 E (-00, CO). 
Thus for almost all t, 0 < t < t, , the weak limit of G(t, 6, A,) is r*(t, 0, 
TV& G(t, *, A,) = r*(t, a). (10.30) 
Letting /3(t) EL2(0, to) we write 
jot BP) ;E j-1 ~5) GP, ET 4J d5 dt = joto W j-1 45) r*(t, 0 d.5 dt. 
(10.31) 
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By dominated convergence we have 
By the definition of r(t, 0 we have 
iz j “P(t) j O” a(t) W, 5, A,) d5 dt = j to B(t) j m &$) I’(t, () df dt, 
’ 0 --m 0 m 
and therefore r(t, 6) = r*(t, 5) 1 a most everywhere in R, and the proof of 
Theorem 7 is complete. 
COROLLARY 1 TO THEOREM 7. Let G(t, f, A) satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem I. Let A, , A, ,... be a sequence such that Re A, > 0, limn+a A, = - iq, 
and wlimn+a, G(t, 5, A,) = r(t, 5‘) over R. Then for almost all t E (0, to], it 
follows that wlim,,, G(t, 6, A,) = r*(t, 5) exists over (--a, co), r* = r 
almost everywhere on R and r* is given by (10.29) for almost all (t, 5) E R. 
Proof. This follows from Eq. (10.28). 
COROLLARY 2 TO THEOREM 7. Under the hypotheses of Theorem I, if 
11 e(s, .)I1 < K(t, - s>y for some y > 0, and if {A,} is a sequence of complex 
numbers uch that Re A, > 0, lim,,, & = - iq, and lim,,, G(<, A,) = r(S) 
weakly, then wlim,,,= G(to , . , A,) = r*(t, , .) where r* isgiven by Eq. (10.29). 
Proof. From (10.21) by the Schwarz inequality, 
I ato , s, 611 Gw. - S)Y IIus, 3 
Placing absolute values on the integrand of the integral for Jk(q), (10.20), we 
have 
[” (to - s)-li2 1 j-1 Hk(() e-E*/2 Q(t, s, 5) d[ 1 ds 
G jo” (to - s)-“’ jm / ffd5)l e-Fe/2 K(to - s)y /I r(s, .)I\ dt ds --x) 
to 
G I o (to ~,& II r(s, -III ds jm I fW3 di2 8 < ~0. --m 
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Thus by the Fubini theorem 
J&J = j-1 H&J e-+“fl jnfo (to - s)-lj2 Q(t,, , s, 5) d,$ ds 
X 1 1”” (tn - s)-~/’ jrn e(s, u) r(s, u) exp (iq2(fr 1 s”:‘, du &I d.$. 
n --ot 
Thus (10.23) holds for t = t, . Hence (10.25) follows as in the theorem for 
t = tn. 
Thus (10.30) holds for t = t, . 
11. EXISTENCE THEOREM 
THEOREM 8. Let &t, u) be measurable on the strip R = [0, t,,] x (-co, co), 
let Re O(t, u) < M on R, let 0(t, .) be of clans L, on (--CO, CO) for each t, 
and let (( B(t, -)/I ,( M’. Let q be any real number, q # 0, let # E L2(- co, 03) 
and let 
F,(x) = exp il 
t 
e(t - s, x(s)) ds[ . (11.0) 
Then for almost every t E (0, t,], J,(FJ # exists and is an element of L,(- co, a~). 
Moreovw if I’(t, t) = (J&F,) 4) (5) for (t, 5) E R, then for almost al2 (t, 6) E R, 
we have 
r(t, 5) = (-$-)li2 (‘) j-1 +(u) exp (iq(5 2; u)z) du 
+ (+J’ jn’ ct - +1/z j-t e(s, u) T(s, u) exp ($$I T) du ds, 
(11.1) 
and for almost every t E [0, t,], 
II r(t, -)I1 < II 4 II eMto. 
Proof of Theorem 8. In Theorem 7 we proved that every element f of 
the cluster set %‘(G(*, A), - iq) satisfied the integral equation (10.1). By 
Lemma 2 of [2] this cluster set is not empty. (We denote the right hand side 
of (10.1) (with rreplaced by F) by r* as we did in (10.29)). Since f is of 
class L,(R), by Theorem 4, the solution f of equation (11.1) is unique up to a 
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set of measure zero in R, and our cluster set at - iq consists of a single point 
p in L,(R). 
By Lemma 3 of [2], we have the existence of the weak limit over R: 
(11.2) 
By Corollary 1 to Theorem 7, for any sequence {A,}, Re A, > 0, A, + - iq, 
we have for almost every t E [0, t,], 
22~ G(t, 5,4J = r*(t, 6) 
over (- co, 03). Thus we have for almost every t E [0, t,,] 
over (-co, co). The sequential limit exists for all sequences {A,} and for all 
t $ F of equation (10.25) and by (10.29) and (11.3) the sequential limit which 
is independent of sequence {A,} is unique for almost all [. Thus for almost 
every t E [0, to], we have 
Thus r as defined in the hypotheses of the theorem exists, equals P and 
satisfies the integral equation (11 .l), f or almost all (t, E) E R. By inequality 
(10.2) for each t for which (11.4) is valid we have 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
We now obtain a theorem for the functional F(r) = exp{ ~~ e(s, X(S)) ds} 
where the upper limit, to, does not appear in the first argument of the func- 
tion 0, and where the theorem is true for each given q and not merely almost 
all q. 
THEOREM 9. Let e(t, u) be measurable on the strip R = [0, t,] x (-co, oo), 
let Re e(t, U) < M oft R, let 6(t, .) be of chss L,(-CD, a) for each t E (0, t,] 
and 11 e(t, .)I1 < Kty for some y > 0. Let 
F(x) = exp IS,” ecs, X(S)) A/ . 
Then if q is real and q f 0, j*(F) exists as a bounded linear operator taking 
L2( - co, co) into itself. 
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Proof. Let 
e*(s, 24) = qt, - s, 24) 
and 
F,*(~) = exp 1 jot e*(t - s, .+)) dS\ 
t 
= exp 
!S 
qt, - t + s, x(s)) ds , 
1 
for 0 < t < to . 
0 
Then by Theorem 7, j,(F,*) exists for almost every t E [0, to] and if we set 
I’(t, 5) = (I#,*) #) ([), it satisfies equation (11.1) for almost all (t, 5) E R. 
Let r* denote the right side of equation (11.1) when it exists. Let (A,} be any 
sequence, Re A, > 0, lim,,,, A, = - is, then by Corollary 2 of Theorem 7, 
wlim,,, G(t, , -, A,,) = P(t, , e). Thus f,(F,O) exists and the Theorem is 
proved. 
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